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0. Introduction

Potthoff and Roy [33] first proposed the growth curve model which is
a generalized multivariate analysis of variance model. The growth curve model
is defined as

(0.1) Y = A Ξ B +. e ,
N*p Nxkkxqqxp Nxp

where Y is an observed random matrix, A and B are known design matrices
of ranks k and q < p, respectively, Ξ is an unknown parameter matrix, and
the rows of ε are independent and identically distributed random vectors with
distribution Np(09 Σ). In most applications of the model, p is the number of
time points observed on each of the N subjects, (q — 1) is the degree of the
polynomial, and k is the number of groups. Especially, Rao [34] gave the
analysis of such data for a single group of individuals by using a multivariate
approach.

This model was studied by Potthoff and Roy [33] including Rao [34],
[35], [37], Khatri [23], Grizzle and Allen [15], Timm [46], Lee [27], [28],
Lee and Geisser [29], Reinsel [39], [40], Fujikoshi, Kanda and Tanimura
[9], Kanda and Fujikoshi [22] and many others. A comprehensive review
of growth curve analysis was given by Woolson and Leeper [50], and also
has been recently given by von Rosen [42]. Many authors have considered
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the case where covariance structure is positive definite. However, Rao [36]
has considered several covariance structure. Azzalini [3], [4], Glasbey [12],
Hudson [17], Lee [27], Fujikoshi, Kanda and Tanimura [9] have investigated
an autoregressive structure of the first order (or serial covariance structure), i.e.,

= σV~ "), U = l , 2,..., p,

where σ > 0 and — 1 < p < 1 are unknown.
Reinsel [40], Lee [27] and Kanda [19], [20], [21] have discussed a

uniform covariance structure, i.e.,

Σ = σ2Gu(p)
(0.3)

= σ2[(l-p)/p + />lpi;],

where σ > 0 and — l/(p — 1) < p < 1 are unknown, Ip is the identity matrix
of order p and lp = (1,..., 1)'. Lee [27] has noted that the uniform covariance
structure may not be particularly useful for time series data, but it could be
useful for growth-curve data where the observations are a mixture of several
populations.

On the other hand, when the coefficient parameter Ξ of polynomial is
not uniform within group, it is necessary to consider the variation of
individuals. One of such models is

(0.4) Y=AΞB + Θ B + ε , '
N*p N*kkxqq*p N*qq*p N*p

where Θ is an N x q matrix of unknown parameters, whose rows are
independent and identically distributed random vectors with distribution
Nq(Q9 A), and the rows of ε are independent and identically distributed random
vectors with distribution Np(Q9 σ2/p), A is an arbitrary positive semi-definite
matrix and σ2 > 0. This model is known as random effects model. In this
case, let E = ΘB + ε, model (0.4) is a usual growth curve model (0.1) with
covariance matrix

(0.5) Σ = BΆB + σ2lp,

which is called random effects covariance matrix. Random effects covariance
structure has advantages of decreasing the number of unknown covariance
elements and leads to a simple structure. This model was introduced by Rao
[35] as a family of two-stage models for serial measurements, and was
considered by Azzalini [4], Rao [36], [37], Reinsel [38], [41], Laird and
Ware [26] and Ware [49].

Problem of prediction was considered by Lee and Geisser [29], Reinsel
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[40], Rao [37], Lee [27], Kanda [21] and others. In particular, Lee [27]
has studied prediction problems where Σ has a uniform covariance structure
and a serial covariance structure, Reinsel [40] has noted prediction problems
where Σ has an arbitrary covariance structure and a uniform covariance
structure, and Kanda [21] has discussed prediction problems where Σ has
arbitrary covariance structure, uniform covariance structure and serial
covariance structure. Prediction problem for random effects covariance
structure has been considered by Reinsel [39].

Testing hypotheses for mean parameter in the growth curve model were
given by Khatri [23] and Gleser and Olkin [14] when the covariance structure
is positive definite. Fujikoshi [7] has obtained asymptotic expansions of the
non-null distributions of three statistics for testing hypotheses for mean
parameter in GMANOVA model.

Confidence intervals or regions in growth curve model have been derived
by Potthoff and Roy [33], Khatri [23], Rao [35], [36], Grizzle and Allen
[15], Fujikoshi and Nishii [10], Srivastava and Carter [45] and many other
authors. Fujikoshi and Nishii [10] gave some asymptotic comparisons of
confidence regions.

Study of growth curve model in the case of missing data has been done
by Kleinbaum [24]. Srivastava [44] obtained the MLE's (maximum
likelihood estimators) by writing down the likelihood function and derived
the LR (likelihood ratio) test using these estimators. Liski [30] estimated the
parameters by using EM-algorithm, which was given by Dempster, Laird and
Rubin [6], in a growth curve problem. However, these analyses are
investigated under positive definite covariance structure.

In this paper, we consider the cases where Σ has arbitrary covariance
structure, uniform covariance structure, and serial covariance structure.
Random effects covariance structures are important but not considered
here. In part I, we discuss the case of complete data in growth curve model
with covariance structures. Part II deals with the case of missing data. In
Section 1, the properties of the MLE's of (0.1) with the covariance structures,
and their density functions are given. In Section 2, we derive asymptotic
expansions of the distributions of MLE's and the LR statistics for testing the
uniform covariance structure (0.3). In Section 3, testing hypotheses for mean
parameters with covariance structures are considered. Confidence intervals
and regions are obtained in Section 4. Sections 5-7 are concerned with the
case of missing data. In Section 5, we derive the MLE's in the growth curve
model with covariance structures. Asymptotic comparisons of the MLE's in
the cases of complete data and missing data are discussed in Section 6. In
the last section we consider testing hypotheses for mean parameters in the
case of missing data.
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Part I. Growth curve model with complete data

1. MLE's and their density functions

In what follows, three types of co variance structures are considered : they
are positive definite covariance structure, uniform covariance structure and
serial covariance structure. The MLE's of (0.1) under each covariance
structure are derived. Our asymptotic distribution theory is based on
perturbation method. We shall use stochastic expansions of the MLE's in
terms of

(1.1) U = (AAΓ1/2A'(Y-AΞB)Σ-1/2,

(1.2) K

where S = n"1 Y'(IN - A(AAΓ1A')Y and n = N - k. Then, 17 and V are
independent, the rows of U are distributed as ΛΓp(0, Ip). For the probability
density function of V, we need the following lemma which was proved by
Fujikoshi [8].

LEMMA 1.1. Let V be a symmetric random matrix defined by (1.2), where
nS is distributed as a Wishart distribution WP(Σ, n). Then, the probability
density function of V can be expanded as

(1.3) f ( V ) =

where

(1.4) f0(V) =π

(1.5)

(1-6) q2(V) = {q,(V)Y - p(2p2 + 3p - 1) + (p + 1) tr V2 - tr V\

We will derive the following stochastic expansion of the MLE Ξ
represented in terms of U and V:

(1.7) Ξ = Ξ + n-1/2Ξ, + n~lΞ2 + n~3/2Ξ^ + Op(n~2).

Throughout this paper, for simplicity, we denote B = BΣ~1/2 and
PB = B'(8B')~1B. We also use the notations

Ψ(X) = (BB'Γ1/2BX(Ip - PB)XB'(BB'Γί/2,

and
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Φ(X) = (2πΓkql2 exp j- -tr X'X\,

which is the /cg-dimensional standard normal density function. Each
covariance structure is studied in the following.

1.1. Positive definite covariance structure
When Σ is positive definite matrix, it is well known (see, e.g., Khatri

[23]) that the MLE's Ξ and Σ of Ξ and Σ, respectively, are given in the
following forms.

(1.8) Ξ = (

(19) Σ = N-ί(Y-AΞB)'(Y-AΞB).

It is easily seen that the E^s in (1.7) are given by

(1.10) Ξί

(1.11) Ξ2

(1.12) Ξ, = n(A'A)~l/2U(PB - Ip)V(PB -

Gleser and Olkin [13] obtained exact density function f ι ( X ) of
(AA)1/2(Ξ — Ξ)(BB'Y12 by using geometric distribution. However, this result
is not simple expression. Fujikoshi and Shimizu [11] gave an asymptotic
expansion of the density function f ι ( X ) up to order n"1 and its error
bound. The expansion is given in the following theorem.

THEOREM 1.1. The density function f^X) of (AΆ)l/2(Ξ - Ξ)(BB')1/2 can
be expanded as

) \ l + ̂  (p-= Φ(X)l + (p-q)(trX'X - kq)

1.2. Uniform covariance structure
The MLE's Ξ, σ2 and p of Ξ, σ2 and p under uniform covariance structure.

(0.3) are given as the solutions of the following equations (see, e.g., Lee [27]
and Kanda [20]):

(1.13) Ξ =(AΆΓίAΎΣ-1B'(BΣ-~1B')~l

9

(1.14) σ2 = ne/(pN),

(1.15) d ={l+(p-l)β}e9

where Σ = σ2Gu(p), d = 1'PR1P, e = tr R and R = n~l(Ύ- AΞB)'(Ύ- AΞB).
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It is easily seen that p with (1.13), (1.14) and (1.15) satisfies the condition
- l/(p - 1) < p < 1.

We can write R in terms of U and V as

(1.16) x Σ1/2UfUΣ1/2{Ip-Σ-1Bf(BΣ-ίBT1B}

= Σl'2{Ip + n~1/2V + n~1W}Σ1/2 + 0>~3/2),

where W= (Ip- PB)U'U(Ip- PB). This implies stochastic expansions of
and e as follows:

(1.17) d = d0 + n

(1.18) * = e0 + /Γ1'2*! + FΓ1^ + Op(n-3'2),

where (d0, dί9 d2) and (e0, e l 9 e2) are defined by (tr Dh tr 5£K tr 5t W)9 i = 1, 2,
respectively, and 5£ = Σ1/2DiΣ

1/2

9 i = 1, 2, Dj = lpi;, D2 = /p. Then we have

(1) β = p + n-1/2^ + n-ip 2 ,+ Op(n~3/2),

(2) τA = τ + n-1 / 2

τ ι -f n~lτ2 + Op(n~3/2),

where

P2 = {P(P ~ l)^2}'1 (d2 ~ se2 -(p- l^p

- p) -s}Pί + (1

- P) - *}/>! + (

- (τ/p) [{(p - 1)(1 - P) - 5}βlPl + (1

+ τσ2[(p - l)p2 - {(p - 1)(1 - p) - s}p2],

s = 1 + (p - l)p, τ = (σ2(l - p^}'1 and τ = [σ2(l - p){l + (p - l)p}Γ '•
Result (1) is obtained by substituting (1.1), (1.2) and (1.16) into equation

(1.15) and finding the solution of p in an expanded form. This result and
equation (1.14) yield result (2). Furthermore, these results and equation (1.7)
yield

(1.19) Ξί

(1.20) Ξ2 = ̂ n(AΆΓ1/2U(PB - Ip)KB'(BB'Γl,

(1.21) Ξ3 = ̂ n(AΆΓ1/2U(PB - Ip)(KPBK -f

where
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K = μlp + vΣ9

τp2 + τίp1 + τ2p
^ -- i

and v = i.
P τ / p

Let 02(^)» where T is a 4 x /c matrix, be the characteristic function of

n(Ξ — Ξ). Then φ2(T) may be written as

φ2(T) = £ exp(ί tr r^ ) < 1 + _ tr Γ£2 + - ( f tr ΓS3 + -ζ-(tr TS2)
2

π V 2

which will be evaluated as

2

+ 0(n'2).

Thus, the characteristic function of (AΆ)1I2(Ξ-Ξ)(BB')112 is

-tr r!P(Γ)τl + 0(n'2).
2n p(p- I)p

Inverting this characteristic function, we can summarize in the following

THEOREM 1.2. 77κ? density function f2(X) of (AΆ)1/2(Ξ - Ξ)(BB')i/2 can
be expanded as

f2(X) = Φ(X)\l + ^- - - ̂ -—-ί{tτX'Ψ(Σ)X -ktr(Ψ(Σ))}] + 0(n~2).
L 2n p(p- I)p2σ4 J

We note that the expansion remains valid even if p = 0 since tr X' Ψ(Σ)X
— k t τ ( Ψ ( Σ ) ) has the factor p2. Other properties and results are given in
Section 2.

1.3. Serial covariance structure

Anderson [2] has obtained MLE's p and σ2 in a time series setting, and
Azzalini [3], [4] has derived the MLE's for the growth curve model for an
AR(1) covariance structure. Lee [27] and Fujikoshi, Kanda and Tanimura
[9] have also obtained the MLE's for the growth curve model with serial
covariance structure (0.2). It is known (see, e.g., Fujikoshi, Kanda and
Tanimura [9]) that the MLE's 5", σ2 and p of 5", σ2 and p based on Y are
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given as the solutions of the following equations:

(1.23) O2 = ^{p(l-p2)}-\ap2-2bp

(1.24)

where Σ = σ2Gs(β), a =
x(Y-AΞB), £>! =

(1.25)

(p - ί)aβ3 -{p- 2)bβ2 - (pa + c)β + pb = 0,

ΊK, b = trD2R, c = tτD3R, R = n~l(Y- AΞB)'
!,...,!, 0), D3 = Ip and

/ O 1 0 ••• 0 \

1 0 '•• '•• j

o '-. \ ••• o
• '•• \ 0 1
0 ••• 0 1 0

Similar to the case of the uniform covariance structure, stochastic
expansions of a, b and c are as follows :

α =

~1/2

Op(n'3'2),

0>-3/2),

Op(n"3/2),

where (αθ! α1 ( α2), (b0, b1} b2) and (c0, c1 (c2) are defined by (tr Dt, tr D, V,
trDiW), i = 1, 2, 3, respectively, and D( = Σll2DiΣ

112, i = 1, 2, 3. Then we
have (see, e.g., Kanda and Fujikoshi [22])

(3)

(4) f =

where

Pi = -{(p-l)w2}~1{( r-P2)pei-'*1.+ pc1},

p2=2r-1(p-2)pp2-{(p-l)rσ2}-1

Pl\:{p-3(p-ί)p2}a1-2(p-2)pbί+c1l

- {(p - \)rσ2}-l{.(r - P

2)pa2 - rb2 + pc2],

P - P

1-P

_ t r 1

J
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P2

Q=Σ- P

2D,, τ = {<τ2(l - p2)}'1, τ = {σ2(l - p2)}'1 and r = p - (p - 2)p2.
These results and equation (1.7) yield

(1.26)

(1.27)

(1.28)

where

Ξ1 = ^/n(A'AΓί/2UB'(BB'Γ1,

Ξ2 = ̂ /ή(AΆΓl/2U(PB - lp)KB'(BBΎ\

ΞS = ̂ n(AΆΓ1/2U(PB - Ip)(KPBK + L)

K = μlp + vQ,

τp2 + τίpl -h τ2p τp2 + τίpi β

τp p

/ P i τι \ j τPιμ = - ~ + — and v = -ί-i .
\ p τ J p

Let 03(Γ) be the characteristic function oi \fn(Ξ — Ξ). Then we can
easily obtain </>3(Γ) by the same way as in the case of uniform co variance
structure

2 J[_ 2n (p-l)rp2σ4

+ 0(n'2).

Thus, the characteristic function of (AΆ)1/2(Ξ - Ξ)(BB')i/2 is

+ .- - —-; tr T Ψ(Q)T + 0(n'2).
2 J\_ 2n (p- I)rp2σ4 J

This implies the following theorem similar to the case of the uniform covariance
structure.

THEOREM 1.3. The density function f3(X) of (A'A)II2(Ξ - Ξ)(BB')1/2 can
be expanded as

MX) = Φ(X)\\ + -1- - - 1—ϊ-ϊ {tr X' Ψ(Q)X - k tr (!P(β))}"| + O(n~2).
[_ 2n (p- I)rp2σ4 J

As is the case with the uniform covariance structure, we also note that
this expansion remains valid even if p = 0. For other properties and results,
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see [9] and [22].

2. Growth curve model with a uniform covariance structure

In this section, we consider the case when Σ has a uniform covariance
structure (0.3). This structure has been studied by many authors, including
Lee [27] and Kanda [21]. Lee [27] has considered the prediction problems
where Σ has a uniform covariance structure and a serial covariance structure
(0.2). He has noted that the uniform covariance structure may not be
particularly useful for time series data, but it could be useful for growth-curve
data when the observations are a mixture of several populations. Fujikoshi,
Kanda and Tanimura [9] have studied the limiting distributions of the MLE's
of p and σ2 and the LR test for the model (0.1) with (0.2) in the situation
where p and k are fixed and N -> oo. Kanda and Fujikoshi [22] have extended
their limiting results by finding the next term in the asymptotic expansion. In
Subsection 2.1, some preliminary results on our asymptotic method are
given. In Subsection 2.2, we obtain an asymptotic expansion of the distribu-
tion of the MLE's of p and σ2 up to the order N~i/2. We discuss the
refinements of chi-square approximation to the null distribution of LR statistic
for testing the uniform covariance structure (0.3) in Subsection 2.3. The data
which were treated in [33] are examined in Subsection 2.4. Throughout this
section it is assumed that Σ has the uniform covariance structure (0.3).

2.1. Preliminaries

Under (0.3), it is well known that

\Σ\ = (σ2Y(l-pγ-1s,

where D± = lplp, D2 = Ip and s = 1 + (p — l)p. In this case, it is known (see,
e.g., Lee [27], Kanda [21]) that the estimators Ξ, σ2 and p of Ξ, σ2 and p
based on the likelihood of Y are given as the solutions of (1.13), (1.14) and
(1.15). Note that the MLE's of Ξ9 p and σ2 are given by Ξ, p and (n/N)σ2,
respectively. Furthermore, in most applications of the growth curve model,
B has the form (lp, B'2)'9 where B2 is any (q — 1) x p matrix. It is known
(see, e.g., Lee and Geisser [29]) that if B = (lp, B'2)

f, then the equation (1.13)

is replaced by

(2.1) Ξ = (AΆΓ1AΎB'(BB'Γ1.

This result can be easily checked by inserting B = (Ip9 B2)' into (1.13). In fact,
the equation (2.1) dose not involve σ2 and p, and hence (1.13), (1.14) and (1.15)
are solved exactly.

Our asymptotic distribution theory is based on perturbation method. In
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deriving stochastic expansions of the MLE's σ2 and p in terms of U and V
in (1.1) and (1.2), we use (1.14), (1.15), (1.17) and (1.18).

The formulas in Lemma 2.1 are used in Subsections 2.2 and 2.3. These
are easily obtained by straightforward calculations.

LEMMA 2.1. Let Σ be the matrix defined by (0.3). Then

(1) trΣ2 = p{l + (p-l)P

2}σ\

(2) tr Σ* = p{\ + 3(p - l)p2 + (p - l)(p - 2)p3}σ6.

2.2. Asymptotic distributions of MLE's
We consider the asymptotic distributions of the estimators Ξ, p and σ2

when p and k are fixed and n -> oo. The following lemma represents further
reductions for the expressions in Section 1.

LEMMA 2.2. Let Ξ, p and σ2 be the estimators defined by (1.13), (1.14)

and (1.15). Then,

(i) (AΆ)1/2(Ξ-Ξ)= UΣ-ί/2B'(BΣ-1B'Γ1 + 0>'1/2),

(ii) β = p + π-1 / 2

P l + n- V2 + 0>-3/2),

(iii) σ2 = σ2 + π~ 1 / 2

σ ι + n~lσ2 + O>~3/2),

(2.2) P! = α 1 t r D K P2 = α2 tr ΣV- tr DK+ α x tr DW,

- 1)}, α2 - s(l - p ) / { P

2 ( p - l)σ2},

= p'1 tr ΓK σ2 = p~l tr

and W= (Ip - PB)U'U(IP - PB).

Using vec( ) notation (see, e.g., Muirhead [31]), we have

THEOREM 2.1. When p and k are fixed and n -> oo, it holds that

(i) V

<•> :̂:>)—[
(iii) 51 and (p, σ2} are independent,

where (x) is the Kronecker's product and

(2.3) τ} =2{p(p-l)}- 1

s

2(l-p)2,
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τ2

pσ = p~1sp(l - p)σ2,

(2.4) τ2 = 2p-ί{l+(p-l)p2}σ*.

PROOF. Lemma 2.2 (i) implies result (i). From Lemma 2.2 (ii) and (iii)

it follows that the limiting distribution of ^fn (p — p, σ2 — σ2) is the same as

that of (pl9 σx). Let C(tl9 t2) be the characteristic function of ( p l 9 σj, which
is expressed as

E[exp(itίp1 +ίί20"ι)] = £[exp(trMK)]

where M = it1oc1D + it2p~1Σ. Result (ii) is proven by showing that

1
2"tr M2 = - {τ2

p(it,}2 + 2 τ 2

p σ ( i t 1 ) ( i t 2 ) + τ2(ίt2)
2}.

This identity follows from Lemma 2.1. Result (iii) follows from Lemma 2.2
and the independence of U and V.

We generalize Theorem 2.1 (ii) by finding the terms of n~1/2 in the

asymptotic expansions of the distributions. Let φp be the characteristic

function of ^fn(p — p). Then we may write φp as

φp(t) = E\exp(itpMl + - i
L I

which will be evaluated as

(2.5) exp - τ J ί l + -= {(ίt)gι

An asymptotic expansion can be obtained by formally inverting (2.5). Using
some formulas with respect to V (see, e.g., Siotani, Hayakawa and Fujikoshi

[43]) and noting that JE[WK] = k(Ip — PB), it is seen that φp(t) can be expressed
as (2.5) with

0! = 2α2 tr DΣ + ka, tr D(IP - PB),

4
g3 = — ul tr D3 + 4α^α2 tr DΣ tr D2.

The coefficients g^ and #3 can be simplified by using Lemma 2.1. The final
result is given in Theorem 2.2.

THEOREM 2.2. The distribution function of ^/n(p — p)/τp can be expanded
as
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where Φ(j\x) denotes the j-th derivative of the standard normal distribution
function Φ(x), τp is given by (2.3) and

0ι =- 2sp(l - p)/p,

03 = I *3(1 - p)3{/> - 2 - 3(p - l)p}/{p(p - I)}2.

Similarly we can derive an asymptotic expansion of the distribution of

•^/n(σ2 — σ2) by expanding its characteristic function

(2.6) φσ(t) = E\ expO'ίσJj l + —itσ2> + 0(n~l).
L I x/n J J

The evaluation of (2.6) can be done by the same way as in the case of
φp(t). We note only that

THEOREM 2.3. The distribution function of ^/n(σ2 - σ2)/τσ can be
expanded as

=

where τσ is given by (2.4), and

ΛI = *(P - ^)^2/P, h3 = 1{1 + 3(p - l)p2 + (p - l)(p - 2)p3}σ6/P2

In the MANOVA case, h1 = 0, since PB = Ip.

2.3. The LR test for a uniform covariance structure
2.3.1. The LR test. We consider the problem of testing

(2.7) H:Σ = σ2Gu(ρ) against K : Σ unrestricted.

The maximum of the log likelihood l ( Ξ 9 . Σ ) when Σ is unrestricted, which
was obtained by Khatri [23], is given by
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where Sa = (A'ArlAfYS'lBr(BS''1Bl)''19 ΣΩ = (n/N)ΣΩ and nΣΩ =
(Ύ — AΞΩB)'(Ύ — AΞΩB). On the other hand, the maximum of the log
likelihood /(£", σ2Gu(p)) with respect to Ξ9 p and σ2 is given by

max l(Ξ9 Σ) = l[Ξω9 Σω)
ti

-β)

+ log {1 + (p - l)p} + p(l + Iog2π)l

where Ξω = Ξ,Σω = (n/N)Σω and Σω = σ2Gu(p). The LR test is equivalent
to reject the hypothesis H if

(2.8) T=-nlog{\ΣΩ\/\σ2Gu(p)\}

= - n log ί\ΣΩ\/{(σ2ni ~ βY^tt + (P -

is large.

LEMMA 2.3. (i) f^1 - Ip = Op(n-1/2),
(ii)

PROOF. We can write

and

Σ -1 = {σ2(l - p)}-1^ - p{l + (p -

Result (i) follows from these expressions and Lemma 2.2. Using the equation
of (1.9), we obtain

(2.9) tr ΣΩΣ^ = p{d(l - p)}'1 tr Σal{l + (p - l ) p } I p - pDJ.

From (1.16) we have ΣΩ = R + Op(n~3/2). Substituting this result into the
right-hand side of (2.9), we obtain result (ii).

THEOREM 2.4. The asymptotic null distribution of the LR statistic T given
by (2.8) when p and k are fixed and n -> oo is a central chi-square distribution
with the degree of freedom /= |p(p+l) — 2.

PROOF. Using Lemma 2.3, Lemma 2.2 (ii) and (iii), we can easily show
the result by the same way as in the proof of Theorem 4.1 in [9].

We shall investigate refinement of the chi-square approximation.
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2.3.2. The MANOVA case. The testing problem in the MANOVA case of
B = Ip is equivalent to test (2.7), based on S, where S is distributed as a
Wishart distribution WP(Σ9 n). The LR statistic T can be written as

(110) T= - nlog L\S\/{(σ2Y(i - βγ~l(l + (p -

Here σ2 is given by (1.14), but β is defined as the solution of

From Wakaki, Eguchi and Fujikoshi's [48] result, which is an asymptotic
expansion of the null distribution of a class of tests for a general covariance
structure based on a Wishart matrix, it follows that

P(T<x) = P(χ2 < x) + - {P(χ2

f+2 < x) - P(χ2

f < x)} + 0(n-3/2),
n

where έ is a constant not depending on n. We can use a modified statistic
f= {1 - 2*f(/n)~1}T as a better chi-square approximation, since

P ( f < x ) = P(χ2

f<x) + 0(n'3/2).

We shall determine a simple expression for t by evaluating the expectation of
Γ. Based on stochastic expansion of log |S|, p and σ2, we can expand T as

(2.11) T= To + n" 1/ 2^ + n" 1T 2 + 0D(w-3/2),v / U •» ^ i * 2. p\ / >

where

Γ0 = 1 jtr F2 - 1 (tr F)2 - —-1— (tr DV):

2 ( p p(p - 1)

tr F3 + -l(tr F)3 + 2

 3_ tr V

1
- ,
4 4ps 2p 3(p-l)<T2 = - tr F4 - — (tr F)4 - ^̂  (tr F)2(tr DV)2

-
p3(p - I)2 4p3(p - I)3

Using Lemma 1.1, we can write

(2.12) £[Γ] = EκΓτ0 + -L {€l(V)T0 + ΓJ + i {ί2(F)Γ0 + q^V)^ + T2}
π

where Eκ denotes the expectation with respect to F with the probability density
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function f0(V) in (1.4). Since it is easily seen that

£r[Γ0]=/, Evlqι(V)T0 + TΛ = 0,

we have

(2.13) 2< = Evlq2(V)T0 + q,(V)T, + T2].

To evaluate each of the expectations in (2.13), we use Lemma 2.2 in

[22]. After much simplification, we obtain

(2.14) v' '

In the special case of p = 2, we have / = 1 and t = f . This result agrees with

the one in [22]. Thus the modified LR statistic is given by

2n

2.3.3. The GMANOVA case. We shall obtain a constant ί such that

£m =/+ 2(f + ?)n-1 + O.(n.-3'2),

where / is given by (2.14). We note that a modified LR statistic

gives a better chi-square approximation, in a sense that £[Γ] =/+ 0(n~3/2).

The LR statistic Tin the general model (0.1) with (0.3) can be expanded as

(2.15) Γ= Γ0 + n-1'2^ + Ti) + n-1^ + Γ2) + 0>-3/2),

where 7^'s are given by (2.11),

T; = tr VW- — K K tr W-
/?(/? - 1)

T2 = - tr V2 W + — tr W2 - -i- (tr W)2 -- - - (tr
2 2p 2p(p - 1)

+ irPB(KWV+ VWK)- — lrV
P

tr DV tr Pβ(Z)^K + K WD) + -1- (tr V)2 - irW--•-'' «-̂  -"• JJ \ »- r r -» -- I .̂ «. r r ^^ y |

—^ tr V tτDV tτDW+ (tr DV)2 tr W
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-(tτDV)2 tΐDW,
P2(P~

K= - [(PI/P) - (τ/p){pσ2((p - 1)(1 - p) -
and τ" 1 = s(l — p)σ2. By the same way as in (2.12), we have

Noting that W is distributed as a Wishart distribution WP(Σ9 n) and using
Lemma 2.2 in [22], we can easily obtain

1) + 2} - (P - 1)(P2 + P + 4)].
4p(p - 1)

When B = /p, we have / = 0 since p = q. Furthermore, it should be noted
that f does not depend on unknown parameter in this case, while f under
model (0.1) with serial covariance structure (see, e.g., Kanda and Fujikoshi
[22]) does depend on unknown parameters.

2.4. Examples
We examine the well-known dental measurement data (see, e.g., Potthoff

and Roy [33]) which are made on each of 11 girls and 16 boys at ages
8, 10, 12 and 14 years. Each measurement is the distance (in mm), from the
center of the pituitary to the pteryomaxillary fissure. For the observation
matrix Y\ 27 x 4, we assume the model (0.1) with

(2.16) A = ( n ), Ξ = ( " ) , B = (
V 0 116;' V « 2 o ξ2J V - 3 -1 1

and the uniform covariance structure (0.3). Then, we obtain the MLE's of
Ξ, p and σ2 as follows:

/ 22.6478 0.4795 \
, p = 0.6178, σ2 = 4.9052.

\24.9688 0.7844 /

These values are easily obtained. Let T and f be the LR statistic and its
modified LR statistic, respectively, in GMANOVA case. The values of T and
f for testing the uniform covariance structure are 8.48 and 8.46, respectively.
These values are fairly below than the critical value of a chi-square distribution
with the degree of freedom / = 8. Hence it seems reasonable to assume the
uniform covariance structure in this example. On the other hand, if the
covariance matrices are distinct, the design matrices for A, for girls and boys,
are ln and 116, respectively, and the matrices for Ξ are vectors (ξί0, ξα),
ί = 1, 2, respectively. In these cases, the MLE's for the girls and the boys are
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(£10, In) = (22.6478, 0.4795), p = 0.8680, σ2 = 4.4704,

(£20, £21) = (24.9688, 0.7844), β = 0.4701, σ2 = 5.2041,

respectively. The values of the statistic T and f for the girls, for testing the

uniform covariance structure, are 6.72 and 6.16, respectively. The values of
the statistic T and f for the boys, for testing the uniform covariance structure,
are 6.00 and 5.66, respectively. These values are also fairly below than the
critical value of a chi-square distribution with the degree of fredom / = 8. The
uniform covariance structure is not also rejected for these groups.

3. Testing hypotheses for mean parameters with covariance structures

In this section, we are interested in testing hypotheses for mean
parameter. In the growth curve model (0.1) with positive definite covariance
structure, Khatri [23] and Gleser and Olkin [14] considered LR tests for the

following hypothesis:

(3.1) H : CΞD = O against K : CΞD Φ O,

where C and D are f x k and q x m matrices of rank (C) = t < k and
rank (D) = m < q, respectively. This hypothesis contains many types of testing
hypothesis for mean parameter. Under the hypothesis H, Khatri [23] obtained
the likelihood ratio criterion by reducing the model (0.1) to a conditional
model, and suggested the three test procedures in addition to the likelihood

ratio criterion. The distribution of the likelihood ratio statistic

Λ = \ V e \ / \ V H + V e \

is Λe (m, n), where n = N — k — p + q and

Ve = D'(BS-^B'Γ1D, VH = (CΞD)fR~ί(CΞD),

R =

For details of these results, see also Siotani, Hayakawa and Fujikoshi
[43]. Fujikoshi [7] gave asymptotic expansions of the non-null distributions
of three statistics for testing hypotheses for mean parameter in GMANOVA

model.
When Σ has a uniform covariance structure (0.3), Olkin and Shrikhande

[32] gave the likelihood ratio test for the equality of means in a multivariate
normal case using the property of uniform covariance structure. However, it

is difficult to test the hypothesis H by using the above conditional model,
when Σ has a uniform covariance structure or a serial covariance structure
in the growth curve model (0.1). Therefore, we propose the following test
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procedure using asymptotic expansion.

3.1. Asymptotic expansions of the distributions of test statistics and their
quantiles

Let η = vec (CΞD)', ή = vec (CΞD)', where Ξ is the MLE of Ξ under the
model (0.1) with covariance structure, and let V(η) be the co variance matrix
of η. In practice, the covariance matrix V(η) involves an unknown covariance
matrix Σ, so we consider an estimator V(ή) of V(ή), which is obtained by

replacing Σ by its estimator Σ. Let F(η) be (ή - η)'{V(ή)}~l(ή - ι/), then
F(0), say F, is a statistic for testing hypothesis H. This test statistic has been
considered by Kleinbaum [24] in the case of missing data.

First, positive definite covariance structure is considered for simplicity and
preparation of following section. In this case, Grizzle and Allen [15] (also,
see Rao [36] and Gleser and Olkin [14]) have shown that the exact covariance
matrix of the elements of Ξ' taken in a columnwise manner is

(3.2) ~ ~
N-k-(p-q)-i

In practice, the covariance matrix Σ is unknown, so the estimator S is used
in place of Σ. Using the expansion (1.7) of the MLEΞ, (1.10), (1.11), (1.12),
and the following formula, see also Muirhead [31],

vec (BXC) = (C ® B) vec (X),

V(ή) = E[(ι/ — η)(ή — if)'] can be represented as

~20(n~2),
n

where T=BΣ~1B'. Hence the estimator V(ή) reduces to

p-q
ΆΓ1C'®\ D'T~1D + — D'T-^

L x/n

-D'T-1BV(PB-I)B'T-1D -hO>"3/2),
n J

where B = BΣ~l/2 and PB = B'(BB'Γ1B. Noting ή - η = n~ 1 / 2 \ec(D'{Ξl
+ n~1/2Ξ2 + n~lΞί + 0p(n~3/2)}C"), and using the following formula, see also
Muirhead [31],

(3.3) (vec (X))'(B'D' ® C) vec (7) = tr BX'CYD,

after much simplification, we have
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F = lrJUPBU' + -= [2tr JUPBV(PB - I)U' - trJUPBVPBU']
n

- [tr JUPBV{PB - (PB - I)} VPBV -(p-q)tτ JUPBU'
n

- 2trJUPBVPBV(PB - /)[/' + 2trJUPBV(PB - I)V(PB -

+ tr JU(PB - I)VPBV(PB - /)[/'] + Op(n-3'2),

where J=(AΆ

Let </>,(!) be a characteristic function of F. After much simplification, we

can easily obtain

f(p - q)

1 - 2/ί 1 - 2/ί

where /=/m, by using the relations (3.3), (1.3), and integrating with respect
to U and V in (1.1) and (1.2), respectively. Inverting this characteristic

function, we have the following result.

THEOREM 3.1. When the coυariance structure is positive, the distribution
function of the statistic F for testing H against K can be expanded
asymptotically up to terms of order n~l as

(3.4) P(F < x) = P(χ2

f < x) + L Σ hjP(χ2

f+2J < x) + 0(n-2),
4rc 7 =o

where h0 = / - m - 2(p - q) - 1, h1 ^ 2(p - q - ^) and h2 = f + m + 1.

We consider a modified statistic

F = {1 +κ/n}F

such that E[F~] =/+ O(n~2). The modified statistic is given in the following
corollary.

COROLLARY 3.1. When the coυariance structure is positive, the distribution
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function of the modified statistic F for testing H against K can be expanded
asymptotically up to terms of order n"1 as

(3.5) P(F <x) = P(χ2

f < x) + L £ hjP(χ2

f + 2j < x) + 0(n~2}9

where h0 = h0 — 2κ, hί = h^ + 2κ, h2 = h2 and κ= — (m + p — q + I).

Second, when the covariance structure is the uniform covariance structure
(0.3), the variance V(ή) is represented as

C(AΆ)-^C®D'\ T~l + — Ψ(Σ) D + 0(τr2),

where γ, = 2/{p(p - I)p2σ4} and Ψ(Σ) = T~lBΣ(lp - PB)ΣBfT~l. Hence,
using the estimator V'(ή), which is given by substituting the MLE's σ2 and p
for unknown parameters σ2 and p in V(η), respectively, the characteristic
function φη(t) of F is obtained as

----
n p(p-l) l - 2 i ί V p ( p - l )

π^

where

1
ίl £\ I*' _

ψ

\~™L

f 2

4 n 7 =0

Pin — \\ .

0(n-2),

- 1) - 2} + 2(p - 1) {/c(p - 9) - 3} + 4q - 2],
p(p - 1)

(3.7) fci = - — - [(p - 1) {fc(p _ β) + / - 2} + 2(β - 1)] ,
p(p - 1)

(3.8)
P(P - 1)

Inverting this characteristic function, we have

THEOREM 3.2. When the covariance structure is uniform, the distribution
function of the statistic F for testing H against K can be expanded
asymptotically up to terms of order n~l as
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(3.9) P(F <x) = P(fs < x) + /- Σ hj
4n j=o

where /ι0, h( and h'2 are given in (3.6), (3.7), and (3.8), respectively.

Furthermore, we obtain the following corollary similar to the case of
positive definite covariance structure.

COROLLARY 3.2. When the covariance structure is uniform, the distribution
function of the modified statistic F for testing H against K can be expanded
asymptotically up to terms of order n~l as

(3.10) P(F <x) = P(χ} < x) + L Σ h ' j P ( X

2

f + 2 j <x) + 0(rΓ2),
4717=0

where h'Q = A0 - 2κ, h( = h( + 2κ, h'2 = h'2 and K = l(p - l){k(p - q) - 4}

Finally, we consider the case where the covariance structure is the serial
covariance structure (0.2). In this case, the same result is obtained as the
uniform covariance case except the following two points for the representations.
One is to use (/ι0', Λ?, h'β, y2 and Ψ(Q) instead of (Λ0, h ( , h'2), y1 and Ψ(Σ),
respectively. Here, (/ZQ, \ι'[, h2) is more complicated than (/ι0, h(, h'2)\

(3.11) W = ±λl-2λ29 hl = 2λ2-λl9 h"2=±λl9

where

, _ _ tr + ?f + 2 tr A

(p - l)p2 (p - l)/>2σ2

4trίV>ι/ i \ l v / 2 t' *^(/? — l)r ( σz σ

j fc(l - p2)

2(p — l)p \ rσ

km ί 1

1 1 -» r 7

V ™r2

ρ = Γ - p2D, and y2 = p/{(p - I)rp2σ4}.

The other point is to change f / 4 n in (3.9) by //4n. Summarizing these results,
we have
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THEOREM 3.3. When the covariance structure is serial, the distribution
function of the statistic F for testing H against K can be expanded
asymptotically up to terms of order n~l as

(3.12) P(F < *) = P(χ2

f < x) + /- £ hJP(χ2

 + 2j < x) + 0(n~\
4n j = o

where h'ύ, h'[ and h2 are given in (3.11).

Analogously, we obtain

COROLLARY 3.3. When the covariance structure is serial, the distribution
function of the modified statistic F for testing H against K can be expanded
asymptotically up to terms of order n"1 as

(3.13) P(F < x) = P(χ2

f < x) + £- £ h'!P(χ2

 + 2j < x) + 0(n~2).
4n j=o

where h'ό = ΛQ — 2mκ, h'[ = h'{ + 2wκ, h'2 = h2 and K — — λ2/m.

Now we consider the quantiles of test statistic F. By the properties of
p.d.f. of χ2 -distribution, the above result (3.4) can be written as

(3.14) P(F <x) = Gf(x - i- -?— - {h2x - h0(f + 2)} + 0(n~
\ 2n J + 2

where Gf(x) = P(χ2 < x). In a similar way, (3.9) and (3.12) are rewritten as

(3.15) P(F <x) = Gfx - - . - - . {Λ£χ - ^(/+ 2)}
2n f+2

(3.16) P(F <x) = Gfx - - - {fcjx - fcS(/+ 2)}
\ 2n miJ H- 2)

The hypothesis H is rejected if F > xΛ9 where P(F > xa) = α. From these
results, the quantiles xα's are given as follows, according to positive definite
covariance structure, uniform covariance structure and serial covariance
structure, respectively,

(3.17) W/(α)Γl + ̂  -̂  {Λ2u/(α) - Λ0(/ + 2)} + O(n-

(3.18) M/(α)Γl + J-.J-. (Λitt/(α) - Λ^(/+ 2)} + Oίn"
L 2n + 2

(3.19) W / ( α ) l + .—--. {fc;tt/(α) - *S(/+ 2)}
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and uf(a) is the upper 100α% point of a χ2-distribution with / degrees of
freedom. These expansions for the quantiles of F are also obtained by using
Cornish-Fisher's inverse formula.

It should be noted that the equations (3.17) and (3.18) do not contain
unknown parameter but (3.19) contains that. In practice, we need to use
MLE's p and σ2 in place of unknown parameters p and σ2.

3.2. Examples
From previous subsection, we can test many kinds of hypotheses by

exchanging C and D for another matrices or vectors. As we have seen for
dental measurement data in Subsection 2.4, growth curve model with uniform
covariance structure is not rejected for the case of q = 2, k — 2. We can test

hypothesis for the equality of mean parameter Ξ' = (ξl9 ξ2) = ((ζ\Q, ζu)f,
(ξ20, £21)')- In this case, k = q = m = 2 and f = 1, i.e., C is (1, — 1) and D
is /2, the hypothesis is

H: ξ,=ξ2 against K: ζl Φ ξ2.

Then, this hypothesis is rejected, since F is 16.50 and xα, which value is the
upper 5% point considered up to order n"1, is 6.04. Moreover, when

q = k = 29S = m=l9C = (l, - 1) and D is (1, 0)', the hypothesis H: ξί0 = ξ20

against K: ξ10 φ ξ20 is rejected as F is 374.61 and xα is 3.832. Finally, when

q = k = 29S = m=l9C = (l9 - 1) and D is (0, 1)', the hypothesis H: ξ^ = ζ21

against K: ξ11 φ ζ21 is also rejected since F is 6.465 and xα is 3.832.

4. Confidence regions of mean parameters

In the growth curve model, confidence intervals or confidence regions of
mean parameter have been studied by Potthoff and Roy [33], Khatri [23],
Grizzle and Allen [15], Gleser and Olkin [14], Fujikoshi and Nishii [10],
Srivastava and Carter [45] and many other authors. In particular, Fujikoshi
and Nishii [10] have given asymptotic expansions of the ratios of the expected
volumes of the three confidence regions based on Rao [34], [35] in a
one-sample "growth curves". Three types of co variance structures in the
previous subsection are continuously considered: they are positive definite
covariance structure, uniform covariance structure and serial covariance
structure. In Subsection 4.1, confidence regions for mean parameters are
obtained for the above three covariance structures. Examples are presented

in Subsection 4.2.

4.1. Confidence regions

We study the asymptotic confidence regions of mean parameters up to
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order n~l. Let C and D be / x k and q x m matrices of rank (C) = f < k
and rank (D) = m < q, respectively, and let η = vec (CΞD)' and ή = vec (CΞD}',
i.e., C, D, ly and i; are the same ones as in Section 3.

Since we want to compare with the positive definite covariance structure,
the uniform covariance structure, and the serial covariance structure in the
same method, we use an asymptotic expansion. Because it is difficult to
obtain the exact covariance for the later two covariance structures. Let
F = F(η) be (ή - η)'{V(ή)}~l(ή - i;), which is as the same as the one in the
Subsection 3.1. Then the distribution of F(η) is the same as the one of F(0)
under CΞD = O. Therefore, we obtain the distribution of F in the cases of
positive definite, uniform covariance structure, and serial covariance structure
as (3.14), (3.15), and (3.16), respectively.

From the above results, a confidence region for η with confidence
coefficient 1 — α + 0(n~2) is obtained as

AΛ(η) = {η\(η- η)'{V(ή)}-l(ή -η)< xα},

where xα is (3.17), (3.18), and (3.19), according to positive definite covariance
structure, uniform covariance structure, and serial covariance structure,
respectively.

4.2. Examples
From Subsection 4.1, we can obtain many kinds of confidence regions or

intervals by exchanging C and D for another matrices or vectors. In this
subsection, confidence intervals and regions for ξ = Ξ' with confidence
coefficient 1 — α + 0(n~2) mean the ones as in previous subsection.

The well-known data, which have been studied by many authors, are also
considered here; one is a dental measurement data in Subsection 2.4, and

another is ramus heights data which are made on 20 boys at ages 8, 8^, 9, 9^
(see, e.g., Potthoff and Roy [33] and Grizzle and Allen [15]). In the both

data, the design matrix B is of (2.16). Since it is known that the best value
of q is two (see, e.g., Fujikoshi, Kanda and Tanimura [9]), we study the case
q = 2 in the following.

From Subsection 4.1, confidence intervals of for ξ0 and ξ1 with confidence

coefficient 95% + 0(n~2) on the positive covariance structure (exact type), the
positive covariance structure, the uniform covariance structure and the serial
covariance structure are presented in Table 1. Table 1 shows that the uniform
covariance structure is fairly good structure.

On the other hand, confidence regions for ξ with confidence coefficient
95% + O(n~2) are presented in Table 2.

From Table 2, the uniform covariance structure and the serial covariance
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Table 1. Confidence intervals for ξ0 and ζί with confidence coefficient
95% + 0(κ-2)

Dental Measurement Data: Boys group

Positive* Positive Uniform Serial

ξ0 25.0018 ± 0.9843 25.0018 ± 1.0574 24.9688 ± 0.8802 25.0267 ± 0.7694

ξ1 0.8340 ± 0.2135 0.8340 ± 0.2293 0.7844 ± 0.1846 0.7729 ± 0.2538

Dental Measurement Data: Girls group

Positive* Positive Uniform Serial

fo 22.7275 ± 1.2795 22.7275 ± 1.4305 22.6477 ± 1.2117 22.6382 ± 1.2553

ξl 0.4823 ± 0.1400 0.4823 ± 0.1565 0.4795 ± 0.1037 0.4849 ± 0.1560

Ramus heights Data

Positive* Positive Uniform Serial

ξ0 50.0500 ± 1.2020 50.0500 ± 1.2707 50.0750 ± 1.0814 50.0568 ± 1.1492

ξ1 0.4628 ±0.1129 0.4628 ± 0.1193 0.4665 ± 0.0809 0.4650 ± 0.0970

NOTE: Positive* is the result for the exact case of positive covariance

structure.

Table 2. Confidence regions for { with confidence coefficient 95% + 0(n 2)

Dental Measurement Data: Boys group

P* 5.1322 4g + 1.4132ξ0{ι + 109.0850ξ2 - 257.8048ξ0 - 217.2787^ + 3305.0077 < 0

P 4.4479£2 + 1.2248{oίi + 94.5403£2 - 223.4309ξ0 - 188.3082^ + 2863.2219 < 0

U 5.1023{g + 116.0407^2 - 254.7950£0 - 182.0400^ + 3246.0504 < 0

S 6.6515{g + 61.3633{ϊ - 332.9301 ξ0 - 94.8615{1 + 4196.1494 < 0

Dental Measurement Data: Girls group

P* 3.3833{g - 23.7753{0{! + 282.5783^2 - 142.3209{0 + 267.7655^ + 1543.1409 < 0

P 2.7066^2 - 19.0202ίoίi + 226.0628{? - 113.8567{0 + 214.2123^ + 1232.5962 < 0

U 2.7310ξJ + 372.8227^ - 123.7017^0 - 357.5705^ + 1480.0504 < 0

S 2.7503ξg + 150.9810^ _ 124.5227ξ0 - 146.4241 ̂  + 1438.0433 < 0

Ramus heights Data

P* 3.2771 ίg - 8.2449£0£ι + 371.8654ξf - 324.2176^ + 68.4576^ + 8089.8222 < 0

P 2.9321 £> - 7.3770ίoίι + 332.7217£2 - 290.0894{0 + 61.2516^ + 7237.4324 < 0

U 3.3604{g + 600.204U2 _ 336.5442^0 - 559.9904^ + 8550.6028 < 0

S 3.2831 {g + 406.19334? - 328.684040 - 377.7630^ + 8307.7854 < 0

NOTE: P*, P, (7, and S represent the confidence regions of the positive cova-

riance structure (exact), the positive covariance structure, the uniform

covariance structure, and the serial covariance structure, respectively.
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structure are fairly better than the positive covariance structure to obtain the
confidence regions for ξ. Furthermore, the uniform covariance structure is
more better than the serial covariance structure since the calculation of the
uniform covariance structure's case is fairly easier than that of the serial one,
and their confidence regions are contained in the regions of the positive
covariance structure's case and are far narrower than that. This fact coincides
with Lee's [27] indication that the uniform covariance structure seems to be
one of the most natural covariance matrices for growth-curve data.

Part II. Growth curve model with missing data

5. MLE's and their asymptotic properties

5.1. Introduction

We often encounter missing data when we analyze longitudinal or repeated
measurement data. The data are missing at chance or by design. To analyze
the missing data is more complicated than to handle the complete data. Many
authors have studied the problems which contain missing values. Especially,
Anderson [1] has considered a problem of monotone type for the bivariate
case, Bhargava [5] has obtained the monotone type of the missing observations
in various multivariate models. Trawinski and Bargmann [47] have dealt
with models that involve incomplete data obtained by design. Hartley and
Hocking [16] have obtained results for the one sample case.

Dempster, Laird and Rubin [6] have given an applicable algorithm for
computing maximum likelihood estimators from incomplete data. This
powerful computational procedure is known as EM (Expectation and
Maximization) algorithm. Jennrich and Schluchter [18] addressed the problem
through maximum likelihood analysis using a general linear model for some
covariance structures (see, e.g., Rao [36]), and described three algorithms for
computing MLE's of the regression and covariance parameters including
EM-algorithm.

In the growth curve models in which the data are missing either by chance
or by design, Kleinbaum [24] has given a BAN (Best Asymptotically Normal)
estimator assuming that a consistent estimator can be found for unknown
covariance matrix Σ and the usual normality assumption. Kleinbaum [24]
has also proposed a method for testing linear hypotheses, and has also noted
the possibilities of another consistent estimators of the covariance matrix in
small samples (see, e.g., Kleinbaum [25]). Srivastava [44] has obtained the
consistency of the estimators in a multivariate regression model, and derived
the likelihood ratio tests for a growth curve model. Liski [30] has applied
EM-algorithm to the estimation of parameters in a growth curve problem.
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However, these authors have considered only the case where the covariance
structure is positive-definite.

On the other hand, Lee [27] has studied the cases where the covariance
structure is both uniform covariance structure and serial covariance structure

in the growth curve model for complete data, and has showed that these
covariance structures are fitted for a growth curve analysis. In this section,
we consider a growth curve model in the case of missing data, where, especially,
the covariance structure is a uniform covariance structure or a serial covariance
structure. The estimators are easily obtained for missing data which are
monotone and general type, when the covariance structure is uniform

covariance structure. However, in the case of serial covariance structure, it
is difficult to handle the data, since the covariance structure corresponding to
the incomplete data is not kept serial one for general type of missing
data. Thus we only consider monotone type of incomplete data in this
section. However, this monotone type of incomplete data is important since
such missing data are found in many applications.

In the following model of monotone type, which has been studied by

Bhargava [5],

(5.1) Yt = At Ξ B Mt + ε, , i =-!,...,κ,
NΪ x pi NiXkkxqqxppXpi Nt x pi

where Yt is an observation matrix, Ai and B are known design matrices of

ranks k and q < p, respectively, Ξ is an unknown parameter, Mi9 whose (j9 j)-th
elements are 1 and others are 0, is an incidence matrix of rank pi9 the rows
of εt are independent and identically distributed random vectors with

distribution Npi(Q, M/ZΆfj), and

Pi > 1, Pi > Pi+ι> i = 1> 2,...,w - 1.

Moreover, st and ε^ are independent if i Φ j. For simplicity, we use the

notations Bt = BMt and Σt = M ΣMt.
In Subsection 5.2, we study the properties of MLE's in the model (5.1)

with serial and uniform covariance structures.

5.2. MLE's under covariance structures

This subsection deals with growth curve model in the case of missing

data. In what follows, we shall use following notations. Let N = Σ"= 1A/' ί,
mι = ΣUi=ιNίPi> vι = Σ"=ι δι> V2 = Σ"=ιδiPi> n = N-k, nt = Nt - k and
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These Uί9 V( and St have similar properties as 17, V and S, respectively, in

Section 1.

5.2.1. Positive definite co variance structure
When the Σ is positive definite, the log likelihood l(Ξ, Σ) of Ξ and Σ

based on IJ's is

- 2/(£, 27) = ΣNiPi log (2π) + Λf f log |M;ΓMt.|
i = 1 i = 1

+ f ti(M'tΣMtΓ
l(Yt-AtΞBy(Yt

:- AtΞB j.
i = l

The MLE's ΞΩ and 27β of Ξ and 2Γ, respectively, in the model (5.1) with
positive definite covariance structure are the solutions of the following
equations (l)-(2) (see e.g., Srivastava [44]):

(1) A( Y^a? B; = AiAέaBϊΣrf B't,

(2) N,.M;f ̂  M; = Σ M;f <M - ^SβB^'ίy, - AtΞ0BύΣot

l M't.

5.2.2. Serial covariance structure
When the Σ has a serial covariance structure (0.2), the log likelihood

l(Ξ, σ2Gs(p)) of Ξ9 p and σ2 based on Y f 's is

= Σ NiPi log (2τr) + NiPi log σ2 + N£(p£ - 1) log (1 -
ί = l i = l i = l

2, 2.σ (I — p )

where Du and D2ί are p^ x pt matrices such that Du = diag(0, !,...,!, 0) and
D2ί is the same matrix as D2 in (1.25) except the dimension.

By the same way as in Fujikoshi, Kanda and Tanimura [9], we obtain
the following theorem.

THEOREM 5.1. The MLE's £, p and σ2 of Ξ, p and σ2, respectively, in
the model (5.1) with covariance structure (0.2) are the solutions of the following
equations (3)-(5):

(3) Ξ = Ξ(σ\pY Σ
ί=l
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i,_j;_*-2» + c
m x 1 - p2

(5) (mi - N)ap* - (mx - 2N)bp2 - (m^a + ΛΓc)p + m^ = 0,

t^MiΣMt, Σ = σ2Gs(p), Rt = (l/n)(^ - AtΞBy(Yt - AtΞB^9 a, =
tr (D^ ), 6, = tr(D2Λ), c, = t rΛ t , * = Σ^ fl|, 6 = Σ?=ι fct and c = Σ"i=1 ct.

These formulas clearly coincide with (1), (2) and (3) of Theorem 2.1 in
[9], respectively, when u = 1. Moreover, note that p which satisfies the
equations (3)-(5) has property - 1 < p < 1. Using vec( ) notation, (3) is
replaced by

(3)' vec(S) =
i = l ί=l

This means that Ξ in (3) or (3)' is the best unbiased estimator when Σ is known.
We consider the asymptotic distribution of the MLE's Ξ, p and σ2 when

p and k are fixed, and Nt/N1 -» <5, > 0 (equality holds if Λf. is fixed) as Nt -» oo,
i = 1 ..... ".

LEMMA 5.1.

(N/«)σ2 = σ2 + n-1/2

σι +n~1t

where

[2

- IV JV£{3(r, - p2)α(1) + 2(p, -

NΣN,\
i=l

2NT N

l)Pι - ^~' Σ Wί(Pi ~
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i=ί

/ v tr β^ι/2 Vι

tr

Ί>\ α < 2 > = χ t r D 1
i= 1

= tr

c<2' = tr

We can reduce the representations of p j and σ t in Lemma 5.1 to

(5.2)

(5.3)

where
and

Next, we give asymptotic distributions of MLE's under assumption

(5.4) Jim ΛΓfXΛ^Γ,, i=l , . . . ,u .

THEOREM 5.2. ^Λeπ p α«J /c are fixed and Nί/N1 -* <5t > 0
z = !,...,«, under the assumption (5.4), /ί /zo/Λ that

(i)

oo,

(iii)

where

(p, σ2) are independent,

<xMs = ^r
„ ^

' rMs

2v t ( l

2v l P ( l-p 2 )σ2 2
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PROOF. From Lemma 5.1 it follows that the limiting distribution of

n(p - p, (N/n)σ2 - σ2) is the same as that of ( p ί 9 σj, which is expressed as

C(tl9 t2) =

7=1

u

= exp ( Σ tr Mf ),
7=1

where

-P2)

Using equations

tr Qj = Γjσ2 and tr Q2 = r/1 + p2)σ4,

result (ii) is verified by showing that

Σ t r M 2 = ̂ {«Ms(ίtί)
2 + 2yMs(itί)(ίt2) + βM,(ιt2)

2)}.

These results agree with the case of complete data when u = 1 (see, e.g.,

[9]).

5.2.3. Uniform covariance structure

When Σ has a uniform covariance structure (0.3), the log likelihood
l(Ξ, σ2Gu(p)) of Ξ, p and σ2 based on 1 '̂s is

- 2l(Ξ, σ2Gu(p)) = Σ NiPi log (2π) + £ ΛΓ i Λ log σ2

i = 1 i = 1

+ Σ "i(pi -1) log (i -P)+ Σ NI log sf

J.

<72(Γ-

where S; = 1 + (p; — 1)0.

By the same way as in the case of serial, we obtain the following theorem.
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THEOREM 5.3. The MLEs Ξ, p and σ2 of Ξ, p and σ2, respectively, in

the model (5.1) with covarίance structure (0.3) are the solutions of the following
equations (6)-(8):

(6) Ξ = Ξ(σ2, p) : A\ Y^Γ 1 B[ = A'tAtΞBtΣΓ 1 B{,
ί = l ί = l

,7, ^.i-i '

Γ N u N (τ> — 1ϊΊ " "
(8) L —f+ Σ -^\ Σ c, - WJ - -. Σ */*.

w/zere Σi = M'iΣMh Σ = σ2Gu(p), Rt = (\/n)(Yt - A^B^Yi - A^B^ dt =

These formulas clearly coincide with (1.13), (1.14) and (1.15), respectively,

in Section 1, when u = 1. Furthermore, note that p which satisfies the

equations (6)-(8) has property - l/(p — 1) < p < 1. We can also write a

representation of (6) as the one similar to (3)' in this case.

We consider the asymptotic distributions of the MLE's Ξ, p and σ2 by

using Ui9 Vι and Sf when p and k are fixed, and NJN^ -> dt > 0 (equality holds

if AT; is fixed) as Nt -+ oo, ί = 1,..., u.

LEMMA 5.3.

where

- P) Σ d^/sj - m4

j = ι j
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1 Γ

— r
-p)L

.?,(*- )4
« ΛΓ ίΛ

2

 2 " NiPi " AΓ^fe - 1)
= "h Σ -̂ ~ - m*> m4 = Σ - and ™5 = Σ -

i = l S£ i=ι Si i = ι Sf

The representation of ρ1 and σ x in Lemma 5.3 can be replaced by

where

Next, we give asymptotic distributions of MLE's.

THEOREM 5.4. When p and k are fixed and Ni/N1 -> dt > 0 as JVt -+ oo,

/ = I,...,M, wmfer /A^ assumption (5.4), //

,„ v
\^U c

ΣJ=I°J
P-P

r- \

(ϋ)

(iii) 5* αwrf (p, σ2) are independent ',

v 2v 3

7=1
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_ δjPfa - 1)

PROOF. In this case, noting

and using

tr D^j = pjSjσ2 and tr 52

7- = P 2s 2<

result (ii) follows.

These results agree with the case of complete data when u = 1 (see, e.g.,
[20]).

6. Asymptotic comparison of the MLE's in the cases of complete data and
missing data

6.1. Criterion of comparison
In this section, we study on the effects of missing data in the cases of

serial and uniform covariance structures. Let 7\ and T2 be the MLE's of a
parameter or parameter vector θ in the cases of complete data and missing

data, respectively. We define a criterion μ on the effects of missing data in

the estimation of θ by

(6.1) μ(T217ί) = A-Var (ΓJ/A-Var (T2),

where A-Var(7]) denotes asymptotic variance of T;. In multivariate case, the
variances on the right-hand-side of (6.1) are replaced by the generalized
variances. We call μ^lTJ an efficiency of T2 relative to 7^. The quantity

1 — μ(T2\Tι) denotes how much accuracies of the estimator are reduced when

there are missing data. In the following, let the symbols ~ and ~ denote the

MLE's in the cases of complete data (0.1) and missing data (5.1), respectively.

(i) Serial case
When p and k are fixed, and Ni/Nl -+δt > 0 as JV£-> oo, i = l,...,w, the

criterion μ of p relative to p and the criterion μ of σ2 relative to σ2 are

(6.2) μ(p\p) = p £ «,(PI - 1) Σ W((P - ̂  Σ «ι Σ <W
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and

(6.3) μ(σ2\σ2)= Σ <W(r Σ <*Λ
i = l J = l

respectively. Furthermore, for the parameter matrix Ξ, we have

(6 4) μ(Ξ\Ξ) = \ Ξ \ / \ Ξ \ .

(ii) Uniform case

Similarly to the serial case, we obtain the criterion μ of β relative to β
and σ2 relative to σ2 as

(6 6) μ(σ2\σ2) = v 2v 3{l + (p - \] p2} / {pv ,(v ^ + v2p2)},

respectively. The criterion μ of Ξ relative to Ξ is given by the same
representation as (6.4).

6.2. Examples

We examine the effects of missing data (5.1) based on the criterion μ in
the case u = 2, p1 = p and p2 = p - 1 under the assumption of N2/N1 -> δ > 0

as A^-xx), i = l , ' 2 . In this case, (6.2), (6.3), (6.5) and (6.6) are respectively
given as

(6.7, «n»-f{p-ί+i(p:.2)>?r(p:2)^.r,i{>':'-"-3)"i}].
- . ^ V)

(1 + δ) {p - (p - 2)p2}

(6.9) μ(p\p) = s2v,/{p(p-l)vίv2},

(6.10) μ(S2\σ2) = v 2v 3{l + (p - lίp2}/^!^ + v2p2)},

where δ2 in v l 5 v2, v3 and v5 are replaced by ,̂ respectively. Numerical values

of these results are given in Tables 3 and 4 in the cases p = 4, 7, 10,

p = 0.1 (0.2) 0.9, and δ = 1, £.

The criterion (6.4) in the cases of serial and uniform for the parameter

Ξ in the case w = 2, /?x = 4 and p2 — 3 under the assumption of N2/Nί -> δ > 0

as Λ/^ -> oo, i= 1, 2, are given by

(6.11) μ(Ξ\Ξ) = [{2(2 - p) + 5(3 - p)} {2(10 - 5p + p2) + δ(U -4p + p2)}

- δ2(l - p)(3 - p)2]/[4(l + δ)2(2 - p)(10 - 5p + p2)],

(6.12) μ(Ξ\Ξ) = [{4(1 + 2p) + 3δ(l + 3p)} {20(1 + 2p) + (5(11 + 13p)}

- 9δ2(l - p)(l + 3p)]/[80(l + δ)2(l + 2p)2],
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0.1

Table 3. The values of the criterion μ of p relative to p

Serial structure

δ = l δ= 1/3

0.30.3 0.5 0.7 0.9 0.1 0.5 0.7 0.9

p= 10

0.8339 0.8389 0.8503 0.8720 0.9144

0.9169 0.9186 0.9228 0.9319 0.9554

0.9445 0.9454 0.9476 0.9525 0.9673

0.9170 0.9195 0.9254 0.9365 0.9583

0.9584 0.9593 0.9614 0.9660 0.9778

0.9723 0.9727 0.9738 0.9762 0.9837

Uniform structure

δ= 1 δ = 1/3

P

P

P

P

= 4

= 1

= 10

0.1

0.7939

0.9065

0.9458

0.3

0.8551

0.9486

0.9739

0.5

0.8951

0.9673

0.9843

0.7

0.9232

0.9778

0.9896

0.9

0.9439

0.9846

0.9929

0.1

0.8970

0.9533

0.9729

0.3

0.9280

0.9744

0.9870

0.5

0.9484

0.9838

0.9922

0.7

0.9628

0.9891

0.9949

0.9

0.9734

0.9925

0.9965

Table 4. The values of the criterion μ of σ2 relative to σ2

Serial structure

δ= 1 δ = 1/3

0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9

p = Ί

p= 10

0.8756 0.8809 0.8929 0.9156 0.9601

0.9288 0.9305 0.9348 0.9440 0.9678

0.9501 0.9510 0.9531 0.9581 0.9730

0.9378 0.9404 0.9464 0.9578 0.9800

0.9644 0.9653 0.9674 0.9720 0.9839

0.9751 0.9755 0.9766 0.9790 0.9865

Uniform structure

δ=\

P

p = 4

p = Ί

p=W

0.1

0.8787

0.9327

0.9542

0.3

0.9041

0.9555

0.9738

0.5

0.9382

0.9765

0.9876

0.7

0.9681

0.9895

0.9949

0.9

0.9910

0.9973

0.9987

0.1

0.9394

0.9664

0.9771

0.3

0.9521

0.9778

0.9869

0.5

0.9692

0.9883

0.9938

0.7

0.9841

0.9948

0.9974

0.9

0.9955

0.9987

0.9994

respectively. When p and δ are the same as the above, these results are given

in Table 5.

Tables 3,4 and 5 show that for both serial and uniform cases the

efficiencies of a parameter or a parameter vector increase as p increases, δ

decreases, or p increases.
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Table 5. The values of the criterion μ of Ξ relative
to Ξ (p = 4)

Serial structure

P

δ
δ
= 1

= 1/3

0.1

0.6605

0.8302

0.3

0.6849

0.8424

0.5

0.7151

0.8575

0.7

0.7531

0.8766

0.9

Ό.8026

0.9013

Uniform structure

P

δ
δ
= I

= 1/3

0.1

0.6625

0.8313

0.3

0.6781

0.8391

0.5

0.6875

0.8438

0.7

0.6937

0.8469

0.9

0.6982

0.8491

7. Testing hypotheses for mean parameters

In this section, we consider again test for mean parameters along the
similar line as in Section 3 except the point that the model contains missing
data. Here we have the following hypothesis:

(7.1) H: CΞD = O against K: CΞD Φ O,

where C and D are t x k and q x m matrices of rank (C) = / < fe and
rank (D) = m < q, respectively. When the covariance structure is positive
definite, Kleinbaum [24] proposed a test statistic. Srivastava [44] obtained
the likelihood ratio test for the hypothesis H: CΞ = O against K: CΞΦ O.
He gave an asymptotic distribution of the likelihood ratio statistic when
M! = Ip9 N! -> oo while other Nf's are fixed under positive definite covariance
structure.

Here we extend the test statistics for the case of complete data in Section
3 to the case of missing data when the covariance structure is serial or uniform
covariance structure. In serial case, MLE Ξ of mean parameter matrix Ξ is
given by (3) in Theorem 5.1. Let η = vec(CΞD)'9 ή = vec(CΞD)'9 and let
V(η) be the covariance matrix of η. Then the test statistic in the case of
missing data is defined by the same way as in the case of complete data, i.e.,

where V(ή), which is obtained by replacing Σ by its estimator Σ9 is the
estimator of V(ή). The MLE Ξ satisfies

(7.3) vec(l/£).
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From (7.3) we have

where Kt= - ( P i / p + τjτ)lpi + ( τ P l / p ) Q i 9 Qt = Zt- P

2Σ^2DUΣ^\ and
stands for Σ"=ι Further, V(ή) satisfies the following equation:

V(ή) = n

Therefore, F can be expanded as

(7.4) F = £(vec l/^Jyίvec l/7) + 4- Zι + Opί""1),

where JtJ is (5; ® (Af

iAi)
1/2)Z(D ® C')l(D' ® C)Z(D <g> C')]'1^' ® C)Z(B;.®

(Ajyl//2), Z = [ΣB ί-ΣT1B/®^MJ"1, and Zi is a linear function of
Jf s. Let φη(t) be the characteristic function of F. After simplification, we
have

where J = (J0 ). It is easily seen that J2 = J, i.e., J is idempotent, and
tr J = rank (J) = /m. From these, it follows that

where / = /m.
Similarly we can derive an expansion of the characteristic function of F

when the covariance structure is uniform. These results give the following
theorem.

THEOREM 7.1. When the covariance structure is serial or uniform, under
the assumption (5.4) the distribution function of the statistic F for testing H
against K can be expanded asymptotically as

(7.5) P(F<x) = P ( χ 2

f < x ) + 0(n-1),

where f = /m.

Hypothesis H is rejected if F > xα, where P(F > xa) = α when covariance
structure is serial or uniform. From Theorem 7.1, we can use the upper
100α% point of a χ2 -distribution with /m degrees of freedom as an approxima-
tion for xn.
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